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﴾without typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1906 edition. Excerpt: ... results produced before parting with his money.
The contract further indicates that the plaintiff, as a manufacturer of mill machinery, undertook to furnish the very kind the defendant
needed, and agreed to wait for its pay until an actual working test of the mill demonstrated a capacity commensurate with the guaranty. So
Interpreted, the contract is fair and Just, and businesslike and reasonable. Any other interpretation would strain the meaning of words, and
would violate the rule relied upon by the plaintiff when discussing other features of the contract, that all of Its parts are to be considered in
ascertaining the meaning of any particular part. Any other Interpretation would also be contrary to the practical construction which the
parties themselves have given it by three attempts at a mill‐run demonstration. When writing for wheat with which to make a test run and
calling the attention of the defendant to the provisions of the contract respecting the matter the plaintiff had no doubt as to what was
required of it. To substitute some kind of proof of capacity other than that afforded by an operation of the mill would be to change the
contract. Since the mill must show for itself what it can do, the character of the grain to be used in making the test Is Important. The
defendant says the special guaranty relating to the quantity and quality of flour to be made from a given number of bushels of wheat is to
be considered as if standing alone that It was written in a printed blank that the printed clause relating to the kind of wheat to be supplied
for a test run should be read solely with reference to the printed guaranty of an equal rating with other mills, and that it has no bearing
upon the written guaranty and his...
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